Revere K9™ and the trainers at Direct Action K9 worked together to develop the Next Generation of working dog equipment. Revere K9™ is part of the TYR Tactical™ complete line of products. We are dedicated to producing revolutionary, innovative, top-notch gear for our working dog counterparts.

Superior tactical K9 products developed by special operations handlers and proven under fire.

- Direct Action K9

SECTION OVERVIEW:
- K9 Assault Vest & Harness
- Leads
- Long-Line
- Lanyards
- Medical
- MOLLE Pouches

DESIGN FEATURES:
- Utilization of our ground-breaking PV® Material
- Mission Specific Customization
- Ergonomic Attributes
- Lightweight
- Built for Comfort & Maximum Performance Efficacy
- NIJ Certified Soft Armor Packages
DESIGN FEATURES:
The Revere K9™ Modular Assault Vest was designed with the input of Special Operations Handlers. This is a state-of-the-art K9 assault vest that is combat proven. It allows the handler to deploy the K9 in ways that just cannot be accomplished without it. The Assault Vest is a load-bearing vest that is constructed of Mil-Spec materials. It allows unhindered freedom of movement for the K9.

REVERE K9 ASSAULTERS VEST
- Each vest is Custom Fit
- Weight bearing allowing hoisting/ lowering, climbing, fast rope and Military Free Fall Operations
- Quick attach adjustable backpack straps
- Padded adjustable leg straps
- 4-way stretch material sewn on sides of top panel to adjust for proper fit
- #10 YKK Zippers with Snap allows for quickly dressing K9
- TSE Camera Mount with padding to minimize noise
- Multiple handles and leash attachment points
- Friction adaptors are utilized on vest straps to minimize noise
- Velcro placards to attach ID Panels
- Strobe attachment Point
- Adjustable yoke, chest and belly straps
- Zipper extenders to accommodate K9’s weight fluctuation

This product is custom fit to the girth of the dog.
Length Sizes: Medium, Large & XL
Please contact TYR Tactical™ Southern Pines for details. (910)733-1760
Wt: 2.25 lbs.
REV-K9-MAV
$645.95
The Revere K9™ Tri-Tronics Pro 500 G3 E-Collar Remote Pouch allows you to carry your Tri-Tronics® Field or Pro series transmitter on your plate carrier or belt. The pouch attaches upright via MOLLE webbing. This is an ambidextrous pouch. The pouch faces the buttons to the side preventing an accidental correction to your partner.

**$45.95**

---

**REV-K9-ECM001**

The Revere K9™ Tri-Tronics Base E-Collar was designed to allow the handler to quickly attach the electronic collar to the K9. The collar is constructed of 1” nylon webbing. It has a 4-way stretch material sewn into the collar that stretches as the K9 breathes while maintaining positive contact on the animal’s neck. Slots are cut out for the power button and prongs.

**$32.95**

### Sizes:

- Small: 14-19” Neck
- Large: 20-26” Neck

---

**REV-K9-ECM002**

The Revere K9™ Tri-Tronics Base E-Collar was designed to allow the handler to quickly attach the electronic collar to the K9. The collar is constructed of 1” nylon webbing. It has a 4-way stretch material sewn into the collar that stretches as the K9 breathes while maintaining positive contact on the animal’s neck. Slots are cut out for the power button and prongs.

**REV-K9-LW109/15-F**

- $79.95

**REV-K9-LW109/15-T52/SP**

- $189.95

---

**Compatibility**

- Attaches to all Carrier Styles via Platform Adapter

**Colors**

- Multi-Cam
- Coyote
- Ranger Green
- Black

---

**REV-K9-LGL15**

Fits 15’ Nylon Long Line/Tracking

See pg. 169 for more information

Sold Separately
REV-K9-LSH6-W
Revere K9™ 6' Lead – 1" Webbing is constructed of 1" tubular nylon, doubled over to make the lead more rigid. It has a Cerakote™ finished snap. Nylon will not fail as rapidly as leather due to the elements, and is more cost effective than composite materials. Nylon is less bulky and easier to store when carried in a pouch or pocket.
$29.95

REV-K9-LSH6-BIO
Revere K9™ 6’ Lead – 3/4” Biothane is the next generation of K9 leads. Constructed of 5/8” PVC coated nylon, the lead will hold up in any environment. It is an outstanding alternative to leather leads. The lead is waterproof, mildew-proof, and rot-proof. It is unaffected by heat up to 300° and will remain pliable down to -20°. The snap is solid brass with a Cerakote™ finish.
$29.95

REV-K9-LGL30-W
Revere K9™ 30’ Nylon Long Line/Tracking is constructed of 1” tubular webbing with a Cerakote™ finished snap, making the line less bulky and easier to store when carried in a pouch or pocket.
$45.95

REV-K9-LGL30-BIO
Revere K9™ 30’ Long Line/Tracking – 1/2” Biothane is the next generation of K9 leads. Constructed of 5/8” PVC coated nylon, the lead will hold up in any environment. It is an outstanding alternative to leather leads. The lead is waterproof, mildew-proof, and rot-proof. It is unaffected by heat up to 300° and will remain pliable down to -20°. The snap is solid brass with a Cerakote™ finish.
$45.95

REV-K9-LGL15-W
Revere K9™ 15’ Nylon Long Line/Tracking is constructed of 1” tubular webbing with a Cerakote™ finished snap, making the line less bulky and easier to store when carried in a pouch or pocket.
$34.95
REV-K9-LYD-QEB

The Revere K9™ Quick Ejector with Braid was designed to make your quick release braided handle easier to index when wearing gloves, and during high paced tactical situations.

$104.95

REV-K9-LYD26

The Revere K9™ Lanyard 26" with Quick Ejector allows the handler to have both hands on his/her weapon while maintaining control of their animal. When the situation arises, the handler can quickly deploy the K9 and reattach the lanyard all with one hand.

$129.95

REV-K9-LYD38-E

The Revere K9™ Lanyard 38" with Quick Ejector allows the handler to have both hands on his/her weapon while maintaining control of their animal. When the situation arises, the handler can quickly deploy the K9 and reattach the lanyard all with one hand.

$139.95

FEATURES
- Quick Release has a tensile strength of 2500 lbs
- The Lanyard is made with 1" tubular nylon and internal bungee
- Heavy-duty 2" nylon webbing attaches the lanyard to your belt
- The lanyard is attached to the dog’s vest or collar by a snap shackle.
- All hardware has a Cerakote™ finish
- The “Guns Up” Tactical Lanyard is made of mil-spec materials.
- A handle is sewn into the lanyard close to the attachment point when more control is needed.
- A ring prevents the lanyard from getting caught on objects and precludes potential injuries to the K9.
- A quick release device allows for one handed rapid deployment and reattachment of the dog.
- The quick release and lanyard weight 9.5oz.

COMPATIBILITY
- TYR-GFB112
- TYR-GFB111
- TYR-GFB110
- TYR-PVTBB
- TYR-ABB002
- TYR-TBB008
- TYR-DBB002
- TYR-RBB009
- TYR-RBB015
- TYR-RBB017
REV-K9-TCP001
The Revere K9™ TSE Camera Platform enables the TSE K9 Camera to be securely mounted to the back of the K9 Assault Vest. The front of the camera is protected by a padded pocket, which reduces noise from leash/lanyard hardware against the camera.
$59.95

REV-K9-LLP001
The Revere K9™ Long Line Pouch – 15” Horizontal allows the handler the ability to quickly access the 30’ Nylon Long Line/Tracking: REV-K9-LGL15-W (Sold Separately). It attaches horizontally via MOLLE webbing.
$49.95

REV-K9-LLP002
The Revere K9™ Long Line Pouch – 30” Horizontal allows the handler the ability to quickly access the 30’ Nylon Long Line/Tracking: REV-K9-LGL30-W (Sold Separately). It attaches horizontally via MOLLE webbing. The pouch also includes a Velcro® adapter which can mount the pouch from the bottom of the front or rear of the plate carrier.
$49.95

REV-K9-TCSP002
The Revere K9™ TSE Camera Platform Storage Pouch provides the handler a pouch that can secure the camera when not in use. It can be mounted vertically or horizontally via MOLLE webbing. We created this pouch with our revolutionary PV® material for durability and weight reduction.
$49.95

REV-K9-TVRMP
The Revere K9™ TSE Video Receiver/Monitor Platform provides the handler the ability to monitor the K9 camera while the animal is deployed. The pouch can be mounted on the front of the plate carrier. Two adjustable cords position the camera monitor for easy viewing when open. The monitor is enclosed in a padded, removable case. There is a small admin pocket sewn to the inside of the pouch.
$64.95

...mount the pouch from the bottom of the front or rear of the plate carrier.
**REV-K9-MED-M001**
The Revere K9™ Medical Muzzle was designed with input from Special Operations Veterinary Personnel with insight into canine battlefield trauma, understanding the necessity to protect the handler but at the same time “do no harm”.

$34.95

**REV-K9-MED-M002**
The Revere K9™ O2 Medical Muzzle is a revolutionary product allowing an injured K9 to receive oxygen therapy. The O2 Medical Muzzle is a two-piece system. The base is an adjustable medical muzzle constructed with a mesh material to prevent overheating. The second piece secures to the base with Velcro. It allows the medical personnel to utilize a nasal phalangeal tube to deliver oxygen to the patient.

$34.95

**REV-K9-MED-LT007**
The Revere K9™ Medical Litter provides the handler the means to evacuate a wounded K9.

**FEATURES**
- Constructed from high strength, lightweight ripstop material, the litter folds up small and fits easily into a cargo pocket or the Medical Litter Pouch: REV-K9-MED-LT-P7 (Sold Separately).
- The handles were designed to reinforce the dog in a manner that supports respirations and natural K9 anatomy. The handles can also double as shoulder straps to backpack the injured dog. One, two or four men can carry the dog depending on the tactical situation.
- The litter doubles as a signal device with the inside lining a highly visible orange material keeping the outside subdued.

$149.95

**REV-K9-MED-LT-P7**
The Revere K9™ Medical Litter Pouch attaches upright via MOLLE webbing. Allows the handler to carry the Medical Litter: REV-K9-MED-LT007 on their plate carrier or tactical belt. It is constructed with a 4-way stretch material, which securely holds the litter. The flap has a Velcro closure.

$49.95